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Dear Stephanie. Could you please include this letter below in the agenda for the December 1, 2020 council
meeting. Thank you Stephanie.

This email is regarding the Gypsy Moths. I am Tara Rohrbacher, a representative for the
neighbourhood of Walker Woods and Oak Forest Estates. I have read the recommendations of
the CAO Kevin Williams and I would like to see the municipality do more. I would like to see
the Municipality coordinate a BTK spray to control the Gypsy Moths, from Port Franks to
Grand Bend, and pass the cost to the landowner. I believe it will be more effective as more
land will be sprayed and it will be a cost saving of approximately $100 for each landowner of
1 acre or less.

I strongly support the Municipality spraying BTK to control the Gypsy Moths, in the spring of
2021. In the last council meeting a councillor asked the question, what about the rights of the
landowner who doesn’t want the BTK Spray. I would like to suggest that the Municipality
send out a notice the first week in January, 2021, letting residents know that the Municipality
will be doing a BTK Spray and inform the residents that if they don’t want their property
sprayed they can contact the Municipality and the resident can sign a waiver and Zimmer Air
Services will not spray their property. 

The neighbourhood representatives have all noticed that the majority of homeowners want
the BTK Spray. In a zoom meeting on September 18, 2020, attended by Kevin Williams and
14 Neighbourhood Representatives, we communicated this fact to Kevin Williams, as well "It
was the consensus of those present that a blanket spray programme undertaken by the municipality would
be the preferred course of action". 

One of the residents in our neighbourhood asked a very good question, if Kevin Williams
knows that all the neighbourhood representatives want the Municipality to do a BTK Spray,
why did he not recommend it?

We are asking the Municipality to coordinate a BTK spray with Zimmer Air Services in the
spring of 2021. This type of spray has been done with success in Sarnia, Pelham, Surrey BC,
Toronto, Mississauga and Hamilton. The homeowner is willing to pay for it. We are asking for
your help. Why are you so opposed to the Municipality coordinating the BTK spray with
Zimmer Air Services?

I have attached a list of the representatives and a copy of the Minutes of the Zoom Meeting for
your reference.

Sincerely

Tara Rohrbacher
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Summary of Zoom Meeting re Gypsy Moths 
September 18, 2020   9:30 a.m. to 10:50 a.m. 


 
Present: Romayne Smith Fullerton, moderator Port Franks; Grant Simons, 
Beach O’Pines;  Doug Nemeth, Dalton; Shirley Talbot, Deer Run; Nan Brooks, 


Harbour Park; Jacqui Krech, Huron Woods; Anne Thornton, Huron Woods; Paul 
Mennill, Huron Woods; Nancy Joyal, Oakwood Park; Sharon Vukan, Pinery 
Bluffs; Karen Cummings, Port Franks; Duncan Croft, Southcott Pines; Tara 


Rohrbacher, Walker Woods & Oak Forest Estates; Martin for Mary Norris, Yacht 
Club Woods; Kevin Williams, CAO Municipality of Lambton Shores. 
 


Absent:  Lee Munn, Lakeshore Road 
 
 


 A number of issues and concerns were raised both during the 
introduction period and the discussion session.  In general, all community 
contacts present were in accord that a spray application of BTk should take 


place in spring 2021 to prevent an infestation of gypsy moth caterpillars 
similar to what Port Franks endured during the spring and summer of 2020.  
Not only are there concerns about the physical presence of caterpillars, there 


are also health concerns.  Some people have an allergic reaction to these 
caterpillars and end up with rashes and/or breathing problems. 
 


The topics that were discussed were: 
 


1.  Egg Mass Survey – Several communities including Walker Woods, Oak 


Forest Estate and Huron Woods were waiting for the results of the egg 
mass survey that they understood would be undertaken by the 
Municipality of Lambton Shores this fall.  Anne Thornton (HW) said that 


research showed egg mass survey results indicated areas that needed 
the aerial spray as well as those that that did not. Kevin Williams stated 
that the municipality would not conduct an actual egg mass survey but 


rather would depend on information gathered  from a variety of sources 
to determine spring 2021’s outbreak. Kevin also questioned the value of 
an egg mass count. 


 
2.  Associations – Communities that do not have an association such as 


Port Franks, Harbour Park, Oakwood Park, Walker Woods and Oak 


Forest Estates are less organized to contact all of their residents and 
property owners. This presents problems in communication.Some 
communities have had to go door-to-door to distribute information.  


 
3.  Vacant land  – There is a question of how to deal with vacant land for 


an aerial spray programme. 
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4. Part time Owners and Rental Properties There is the question of 


how to contact owners who do not live in the area full time.  Some 
owners live abroad and finding a way to contact them can be difficult.  
The number of caterpillars present and their consequent mess plus the 


defoliation of trees had an impact on renters this past summer. 
  


5. Aerial Spraying, Contracts and Waivers – There was considerable 


discussion over the difficulties involved in contacting individual home 
and property owners to have them complete a contract with Zimmer Air 
Services Inc. Shirley Talbot (DR)referred to a hand-drawn map that  


would be required by Zimmer prior to the spray programme according 
to information she was given in a phone conversation with Zimmer Air 
Services.  ( I did double-check the requirement on the Contract for 


Services and it says “The Customer will provide to the Contractor, an 
aerial photo/hand drawn map/GIS shapefile/Google Earth Image (or any 
combination of) which clearly identifies the property location and 


property boundaries to be treated.”) Grant Simons (BOP) has already 
collected contracts and waivers in his subdivision and said that Zimmer 
confirmed that their map of BOP was acceptable. The contracts had to 


be individually signed.  The need for waivers would be eliminated if the 
Municipality of Lambton Shores undertook a blanket spray programme.  
This has been done in other municipalities.  It was the consensus of 


those present that a blanket spray programme undertaken by the 
municipality would be the preferred course of action.  It would also be 
less expensive for the home and property owners.  Doug Nemeth (D) 


pointed out there were residents who could not afford the $357.00 fee 
for each property up to an acre and for those whose property exceeded 
one acre, the price of $96.00 for each additional acre. Jacqui Krech (HW) 


said that the cost to remove one dead tree would exceed the cost of the 
spray programme and that was a consideration homeowners might have 
in mind when deciding what to do. 


Martin (YCW) questioned how Zimmer would handle condo type 
properties.  Romayne will forward that question to Zimmer. 
Kevin Williams said that there had been no discussion in LS concerning 


a blanket spray programme.  He also questioned how we would deal 
with property owners not represented in our Community Contact Group. 
 


 
6.  The Pinery Provincial Park – The Pinery had a bad infestation this 


spring/summer which caused many campers to complain.  Karen 


Cummings (PF) is going to find out if the provincial parks are planning 
to spray in 2021.  The fact that campers won’t return to the parks if 
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they have to put up with caterpillars might influence the decision 
making. 


 
 


 


7.  Our Timeline – It is important to know what the municipality is 
planning to do to help with the problem of the gypsy moth caterpillars 
so all communities know how to proceed.  There is some concern over 


whether or not there will be enough BTk available if we wait too long. 
Kevin Williams said that we have until March 31, 2021 to formalize a 
contract with Zimmer Air Services. 


 
 
After listening to each member of the community groups, Kevin Williams 


agreed that the gypsy moth problem was a challenge. Communities that have 
no association, waiver issues and the guidelines that Zimmer Air Services are 
required to follow as set out by the Ministry of Transportation are some of the 


challenges we face. Kevin said that it was a balancing act to deal with those 
who wanted the spraying done and those who were opposed.  The question of 
how to make others aware is another issue he mentioned.  He added that his 


job was to collect information and report to Council. 
 
A question and answer period followed.  I have tried to incorporate those 


within this summary. 
 
 


Submitted by: 
Jacqui Krech  
 


 








COMMUNITY CONTACTS E-MAIL ADDRESS PHONE 


Beach O’Pines Grant Simons 


Leslie Myers 


grant.simons@rbc.com 


lmyers1636@rogers.com 
 


 


Dalton Doug Nemeth dcnemeth@gmail.com 


 
 


 


Deer Run Shirley Talbot sltalbot201@gmail.com 


 


519-243-9280 


Harbour Park Nan Brooks nan.brooks@icloud.com 
 


519-381-4968 


Huron Woods Jacqui Krech 
Anne Thornton 
Angela Arenberg 


Paul Mennill 


jacqui.krech@gmail.com 
anne@hay.net 
arenberg@gmail.com 


pmennill@gmail.com 
 


519-238-6418 
226-219-5747 
 


 


Lakeshore 


Road 


Lee Munn johnmunn1@execulink.com 


 


519-243-3350 


Oakwood Park David Ross 1337ross@gmail.com 
 


226-963-1657 
 


Pinery Bluffs 
 


Shirley & Joe Vukan savvy150@gmail.com’ 
 


 


Port Franks Romayne Smith 


Fullerton 
Karen Cummings 
John Edgerton  


 


romaynesmithfullerton@gmail.com 


 
karyncummings@gmail.com 
johnedgerton@execulink.com 


 
 


519-494-0327 


Southcott 


Pines 


Frieda Michielsens 


Duncan Croft 


sppa@hay.net 


duncan.croft0@gmail.com 
 
 


519-238-8755 


Walker Woods 
and Oak    
Forest Estates 


Tara Rohrbacher taraandtomr@gmail.cpm 
 


519-998-0107 


Wee Lake Rick Lebans lebans@hay.net 
 


 


Yacht Club 


Woods 


Mary Norris 


 


mpnorris@rogers.com 
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